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Introduction
Logic-based adaptive control is emerging as an alternative to adaptive control with continuous tuning,

thanks to its capability of guaranteeing fast adaptation together with scalability and modularity proper-

ties. Adaptive control with multiple models is a particular form of logic-based adaptive control, where

an uncertain plant is controlled with a supervisory logic by switching in feedback with it one element

from a family of (precomputed) candidate controllers.

•Adaptive control with multiple models has shown the potentialities to provide with adaptation and reconfiguration capabilities in systems working in multiple

operating regimes: a priori knowledge of the range of changes of the system dynamics can be easily embodied via the so-called multiple models, each composed

of a nominal model of the system valid for a particular operating mode, and of a candidate controller associated with that mode.

•Switched systems consist of subsystems with continuous dynamics and a rule to regulate the switching behavior between them. The switching can be event-driven,

state-dependent, or event-driven. Time-constraint switching strategy only can be implementable in time-driven switched systems, in which case we talk about

slowly switched system. When the switching signal is state-dependent and the subsystems and switching rule are described by linear functions, the we talk about

piecewise affine systems. The presence of uncertainty makes control of these systems very challenging.

Adaptive control with multiple models
Adaptive control with multiple models methodology, although promising, requires further investigations

with respect to several aspects. The aim is to develop novel logics-based adaptive methods for control

of uncertain systems possibly enhanced with:

-Optimal controller coverings: optimal synthesis of multiple models and candidate controllers, system-

atic methods for synthesizing in a structurally optimal sense the multiple models for systems of arbitrary

scale and complexity;

-New multiple models and candidate controllers: learning methods to efficiently cope with new operating modes for which no multiple models had been synthesized;

-Control of input-saturated systems: extension of logic-based adaptive control to systems with input-saturation (or time delays, input nonlinearities and other

input/state constraints).

Adaptive control of piecewise affine systems
Currently, there is no method that can estimate online and while system is running subsystems and partitions of a

piecewise affine (PWA) systems. Hence the open problems to be solved are the following:

-Multiple model parameter estimation: efficient parallel parameter estimation schemes for fast adaptation and for

optimization of reconfiguration properties;

-Estimation of PWA systems with unknown partitions: solve recursively the joint subsystem/partition estimation;

-Adaptive control of PWA systems with unknown partitions: how to control uncertain systems when both subsystems

and partition are not known?

Adaptive control of slowly switched systems
While there are many results on stability and stabilization of switched systems with known subsystems,

the same is not true in the presence of uncertainty. The following topics must be investigated:

-Persistence of excitation in switched systems: convergence of the tracking error to zero has been

proven for very slow switching. On the other hand switching from one subsystem to another can excite

the system. Can we exploit this to prove convergence of the tracking error for faster switching?

-Asynchronously switched systems: what happens when the controllers switches asynchronously with

the corresponding subsystems (due to switching delay)?

-Asynchronously switched systems with state delay: what happens when the controllers switches asyn-

chronously with the corresponding subsystems and there is state delay (due to communication delay)?

-Reduce conservativeness in time-based switching: can we find mode-dependent (average) dwell-time

laws to prove stability for larger and larger classes of switched signals?
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